
INDUSTRIES

The bike is an innovative addition to taxi 
service industry. On-demand bike taxi 
actually uses the service management 
software that refers to riding on a       
registered two-wheeler ride which is 
driven by a driver assigned by the taxi 
company. It carries one passenger at a  

BIKE TAXI

time sitting behind the bike driver.

Yellow cab dispatch software is the 
most commonly used option in an 
on-demand taxi dispatch service indus-
try. However, the limousine dispatch 
software holds equal importance in the 
on-demand sector. People choose limo 
to travel in style every once in a while, 

LIMO

due to the luxury it provides.

Pedicab is one of the convenient op-
tions provided by the on-demand taxi 
industry. Pedicab is a small compact ve-
hicle which offers an enjoyable riding 
experience at reasonable charges. 
Choose to travel using Pedicab as it can 
squeeze through busy areas with more 

PEDICAB

ease and less effort.

There are times when a large group of 
people needs to travel together to 
places located at a reasonable distance. 
At such times, you require SUVs. For 
this, you can call an on-demand SUV. It 
is a luxurious ride that provides a com-
fortable journey. Due to its features, it is 
comparatively expensive. So mostly, 

SUV

the elite class can afford it.

The water taxi is a valuable service that 
many countries of the world are keenly 
using. Cab Startup provides water taxi 
app solution to anyone who wants to 
step into this business domain, or who 
is already a part of it but want to get an 

WATER TAXI

edge over their competitors.

Yellow cab industry is one of the     
largest in the world, being very        

frequently used by people. Taxi service 
industry is climbing up year by year, as 

can be seen from its growth rate which 
has been extremely noticeable in 2013 

and also 2015, and still rising.

YELLOW TAXI

As the demand rises, the supply 
should also be accommodated. Having 
software for three-wheeler companies 
might not seem worth the investment. 

However,three-wheeler booking      
software can enhance your 

business management and ROIs.

THREE WHEELER

On-Demand Private Drivers Booking 
System provides chauffeurs. The most 

commonly used term for them is      
private drivers, as they usually offer 

their service using their private      
transport vehicle unless the company 

who is running the taxi service is        
allotting cars to the chauffeurs. The 

target audience includes customers 
who have luxurious lifestyles.

PRIVATE DRIVER

Minicab is the most frequently used 
service amongst all other available    

options of transport. So, if anyone is 
looking for a reliable business idea that 

can earn eminent sums of profits;    
minicab business is that one idea.

MINI CAB

Black cabs are frequently used and 
have strong popularity in many      

countries. If you are planning to start 
your business using black cabs or want 
to upgrade an already existing system 

using the top taxi service of a black 
cab, then you are making 

the right decision.

BLACK CAB
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